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Abstract— Frequent pattern mining produces large number 

of frequent patterns. So it creates challenge on visualizing, 

understanding and analysis of generated patterns. So there is 

need of finding a small number of representative patterns 

without affecting understanding and analysis of generated 

patterns. Few algorithms have been reported in the literature 

that satisfies these needs. However, these algorithms result 

in either higher time or space complexities and also do not 

scale well with the size of frequent patterns. An approach 

that overcomes the problem of time and space complexity 

has been reported in the literature that allows the user to 

select the tradeoff between space and time. However, with 

large size of frequent patterns, an incremental approach 

should perform in a better way. This paper deals with the 

development and analysis of an efficient incremental 

algorithm for finding minimum representative pattern sets. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Now-a-days explosive growth of many business, 

government and scientific databases has outpaced human 

ability to interpret and digest this data. Data mining 

therefore appears as a tool to address the need of sifting 

useful information such as hidden patterns from databases. 

Data mining is an essential step in the process of knowledge 

discovery in databases (KDD) to extract data patterns. It is a 

composite process of multiple disciplines including 

statistics, database systems, machine learning, intelligent 

computing and information technology.  Frequent pattern 

mining plays an important role in all data mining tasks such 

as clustering, classification, prediction, and association 

analysis. Frequent patterns are patterns (e.g. 

itemsets,subsequences or substructures) that appear 

frequently in a data set. The representative pattern is a 

pattern that covers all the patterns of the cluster from that it 

belongs[1]. 

In 1993, firstly it was introduced by Agrawal et 

al.[2]. Usually frequent pattern mining is performed on a 

dealings information D = {t1, t2, . . . , tn}, where tj is a 

dealings containing a group of things  and  j ∈ [1, n]. Let  I = 

{i1, i2, . . . , im} be the set of distinct things showing in D. A 

pattern X could be a set of things in I, that is, X⊆ I. If 

dealings    t ∈ D contains all the things of a pattern X,then 

we are saying t supports X and t could be supporting 

dealings of X.  Let T(X) be the set of transactions in D 

which supports pattern X. The support of X is denoted as 

supp(X) and  is defined as |T(X)|. If the support of a pattern 

X is larger than a user-specified threshold min_sup, then 

pattern X is termed as a frequent pattern. Given a dealings 

information D and a minimum support threshold min_sup, 

the task of frequent pattern mining is to seek out all the 

frequent patterns in D with relevance min_sup.  

The Many algorithms have been introduced to 

solve the problem of frequent pattern mining more 

efficiently [3]. Frequent patterns have the anti-monotone 

property. This property states that if a pattern is frequent 

then all subpatterns of it must be frequent too. The complete 

set of frequent patterns contains too much redundancy. 

Sometimes many frequent patterns have similar items and 

also similar supporting transactions. So it will be better to 

group similar patterns together and represent them using a 

only one single pattern.  

The process of frequent pattern mining is time 

consuming usually for very large datasets. A main challenge 

while mining frequent patterns is that this mining generates 

a large number of patterns with respect to minimum support 

threshold. Identifying all the frequent patterns is the most 

time consuming process due to a massive number of patterns 

generated. The reasonable solution is identifying maximal 

frequent patterns which form the smallest representative set 

of patterns to generate all frequent patterns.  For finding a 

minimum representative pattern set, many algorithms are 

developed. These algorithms are time as well as space 

consuming on some datasets.  In this paper, proposed 

method tries to overcome this limitation. This method uses 

CFP tree [4] to store frequent patterns. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows 

Section 2 introduces related works. The proposed system is 

described in section 3.  The experimental results are shown 

in section 4. Finally, section 5 concludes the paper. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Many approaches are used to develope efficient algorithms 

for mining frequent patterns. The two greedy methods called 

RPglobal and RPlocal are developed by Xin et al.  These 

guarantees compression bound but with higher 

computational complexity.  RPlocal is close to RPglobal. 

RPlocal is efficient but it produces more representative 

patterns as compared to RPglobal. The two steps are 

performed in RPglobal method. The first step is to find all 

the  frequent patterns that can cover itemset. The second 

step is to find the set-covers that is to find the set of 

representative patterns. In RPlocal, the depth-first search 

scans each pattern twice. In the first scan, visit from its 

parent and in the second scan , visit after finishing the calls 

to its children. After a pattern is visited in its second time, 

all the patterns that can possibly cover it have been 

enumerated. The other patterns are not able to cover it. So 

output a pattern in its second visit. The RPlocal sequentially 

scans the output patterns. During scanning, when an 

uncovered pattern (called probe pattern) is found then the 

algorithm finds the current largest set that is a representative 

pattern. This pattern covers the largest set. The difference 

between the RPlocal method and the RPglobal method is the 

selections of the probe patterns. 

Han et al. developed an FP-growth method that 

mines complete set of frequent itemsets without generating 

candidate. FP-growth uses technique called divide and 

conquer. In this, first database is scanned. After scanning, a 

list of frequent items is generated. In this list, items are 
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ordered by frequency in descending order. Then this 

frequency descending list is compressed into a tree called 

frequent pattern tree or FP-tree. 

To reduce pattern set size other concepts, such as 

generators [5], disjunction-free generators [6], d-free sets 

[7],nonderivable patterns [8], maximal patterns [9], top-k 

frequent closed patterns [10] and  redundancy-aware top-k 

patterns [11] are proposed. The number of nonderivable 

patterns is larger than that of closed patterns on some 

datasets. 

The number of maximal patterns is smaller than the 

number of closed patterns. All frequent patterns are 

recovered from maximal patterns. But their support 

information is lost. 

Several approaches have been developed to make a 

tradeoff between pattern set size and the precision of pattern 

support. One such approach is developed by Xin et al. [12]. 

Another approach is proposed by Pei et al. [13]. It 

uses absolute error bound and heuristic algorithms to mine a 

minimal condensed pattern-base. This is a superset of the 

maximal pattern set. All the frequent patterns and their 

support can be restored from a condensed pattern-base with 

error guarantee. 

Yan et al. [14] uses profiles for summarizing 

patterns. A profile consists of a master pattern, a support and 

a probability distribution vector. A profile-based 

summarization finds k representative patterns. These are 

called as master patterns. A probability distribution vector 

contains the probability of the items in the master pattern. 

The set of patterns are subsets of the master pattern that are 

represented by a profile and their support is calculated by 

multiplying the support of the profile and corresponding 

items probability. For summarizing a collection of patterns 

using k profiles, Yan et al. partition the patterns into k 

clusters and uses a profile to describe each cluster. The 

advantage is that this profile model is capable of recovering 

frequent patterns in addition to their supports. There are 

many drawbacks with this profile-based approach. Some of 

the drawbacks are : contradictory assumptions  are made. 

The patterns represented by the same profile are supposed to 

be similar in both item  composition and also supporting 

transactions. So the items in the same profile are expected to 

be strongly correlated. The support of patterns are calculated 

from a profile. The items in the same profile are expected to 

be independent. There is no error guarantee on the support 

of patterns. The algorithm for generating profiles is very 

slow because repeatedly it needs to scan the original dataset. 

Using profiles, the boundary between frequent patterns and 

infrequent patterns cannot be determined. 

Many improvements are made to the profile based 

approach. Jin et al. [15] developed a approach called 

regression based approach to minimize restoration error. In 

this, patterns are cluster  based on restoration errors instead 

of similarity between patterns. So the lower restoration error 

can be achieved. But there is no error guarantee on the 

restored support. Conditional independence is used in CP-

summary [16]. The conditional independence is used to 

reduce restoration error. It adds one more component to 

each profile.A pattern base and the new profile is called c-

profile is added. The items in a c-profile are independent 

with respect to the pattern base. CP-summary provides error 

guarantee. The error guarantee is provided on calculated 

support. Wang et al. [17] make generalization on another 

representation of frequent patterns i.e. nonderivable patterns. 

Markov Random Field (MRF) is used by Wang et al. This 

field is used to summarize frequent patterns. The support of 

a pattern is calculated from its subsets. This is similar to 

non-derivable patterns. Markov Random Field model is 

expensive to learn. It does not provide error guarantee on 

calculated support. The goal of Mampaey et al. [18] is to 

summarize data instead with a collection of non-redundant 

patterns. A probabilistic maximum entropy model is used in 

this approach. 

III. SYSTEM 

Consider a transaction database D shown in Fig.1 and 

minimum support of 40 %. The complete set of frequent 

patterns are shown in Fig. 2. A frequent itemset {i1,i2,..,
i
m} 

with support n is represented as i1,i2,..,
i
m :n. The CFP tree 

constructed from D with minimum support 40 % is shown in 

Fig. 3. 

In CFP tree, the root node contains all frequent 

items arranged in ascending order of frequency. Each item i 

in the root node points to a subtree. This subtree stores all 

the frequent patterns discovered from item i conditional 

database. According to creation time of nodes in the tree, 

nodes are numbered. Each node is represented as a variable-

length array a CFP-tree. In a node, all the items are stored in 

ascending order of their frequencies. If a node contains 

multiple entries, then each entry contains exactly one item. 

If a node has only one entry then it is called a singleton 

node. Singleton nodes can contain more than one item. An 

entry E stores four pieces information. Firstly it stores m 

items (m ≥1). Secondly it stores the support of E. Third it 

stores a pointer that point to the child node of E and lastly it 

stores the id of the entry. This is assigned to the entry using 

preordering. Therefore E.item, E.support, E.child and 

E.preorder is used to denote the above four fields. 

CFP-tree structure has the property which states 

that in a multiple-entry node, the item of an entry E can 

appear in the subtrees pointed by entries before E, but it 

cannot appear in the subtrees pointed by entries after E. For 

e.g. in the root node of Fig. 3 , item f is allowed to appear in 

the subtrees pointed by entries c, d and p, but item f is not 

allowed to appear in the  subtrees pointed by entries m and 

a. The CFP-tree is a very compact structure for storing 

frequent patterns. 

 
Fig. 1: A transaction database 

 
Fig. 2: Frequent Patterns 
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Fig. 3: CFP-tree 

Let F be the set of frequent patterns in a dataset D 

with respect to threshold min-sup, and  F^ be the set of 

patterns with support no less than min-sup *(1 - ɛ) in D. 

Given a pattern X∈F^, use C(X) to denote the set of frequent 

patterns that can ɛ - covered by X. Thus C(X) is subset of  F. 

If X is frequent, then X∈ C(X).  

The algorithm is first mine all patterns in F^ and 

then generate C(X). C(X) is the set of frequent patterns that 

X covers for every pattern X in F^ then find a minimum 

representative pattern set. For generating all C(X)s traverse 

the CFP-tree in depth-first order from left to right. The 

supersets of a pattern X that are on the left of X are visited 

before X using this traversal order. If the support of X is the 

same as one of these supersets, then X should be marked as 

non-closed. If X is not marked as non-closed when X is 

visited, it means that X is more frequent than all its 

supersets on its left. In a CFP-tree, the supersets of a pattern 

cannot appear on the right of the pattern. They appear either 

on the left of the pattern or in the subtree pointed by the 

pattern. If X is also more frequent than its child entries, then 

X must be closed. The number of representative patterns is 

reduced by using pruning technique. Fig.4 shows block 

diagram of the system. 

 
Fig. 4: Block diagram 

IV. DATA SET AND RESULTS 

The datasets are shown in Table 1. Other datasets can be 

obtained from the FIMI repository 

(http://fimi.ua.ac.be/data/). Table 1 shows the number of 

transactions (Trans), number of items (Items) and the 

maximal and average length of transactions (MaxTL, 

AvgTL) on the datasets. The experiments were conducted 

on a PC with 1.70GHz and 4.00GB memory. Following 

table 2 displays the result. 

Dataset Trans Items MaxTL AvgTL 

Chess 3196 75 37 37.00 

Connect 67557 129 43 43.00 

Pumsb 49046 2113 74 74.00 

Accidents 340183 468 52 33.81 

Table 1: Datasets 

Dataset Min_sup Number of Representative Patterns 

Chess 0.4 15499 

Connect 0.2 47361 

Accidents 0.1 117368 

Pumsb 0.7 680 

Table 2: Number of Representative Patterns 

V. CONCLUSION 

Frequent pattern mining plays an important role in data 

mining research areas, mainly in the real time data mining 

research because of its wide applicability in industry areas 

such as process control, production data mining and control 

rules mining and many other important real time data 

mining tasks. In this paper, method that is proposed do not 

use candidate set generation to discover frequent patterns 

which in turn improve the performance of algorithm. The 

algorithm makes use of a tree structure called CFP-tree 

(Condensed Frequent Pattern Tree) which is used to store 

frequent patterns compactly. The algorithms mines frequent 

patterns and then find representative patterns during a post-

processing step. The benefit is that users may not know what 

value should be used for ϵ at the beginning. This is 

especially beneficial on very large datasets.   
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